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ABSTRACT 

The three technologies that are considered the key elements in building a metropolitan area 
optical network are studied in this thesis. They are optical amplification, high-speed low 
cost transmitters and ring network structures. These studies concentrate on cost reduction of 
these three technologies thus enabling the use of optical networks in small customer base 
metropolitan areas. 

The research on optical amplification concentrated first on the solution doping process, at 
present the most used method for producing erbium doped fiber. It was found that 
separationing the soot growth and the sintering improved the uniformity of the porous 
layer. This made the homogeneity of the doping concentration in the fiber core better. The 
effects of index profile variations that arise from the non-ideal solution doping process were 
also simulated. In the search for a better doping method a new nanoparticle glass-forming 
process, the direct nanoparticle deposition, was developed. In this process the doping is 
done simultaneously with glass formation. Utilizing this new process it was possible to 
improve the uniformity of the doping resulting in higher usable doping levels and shorter 
erbium doped fiber lengths in the amplifiers. There were fewer limitations in the amplifier 
caused by optical non-linearities and polarization mode dispersion since shorter fiber 
lengths were needed.  

The double cladding fiber, which avoids the costly coupling of the pump laser into a single 
mode waveguide, was also studied. This pumping scheme was found to improve the 
inversion uniformity in the erbium doped fiber core thereby enhancing the power 
conversion efficiency for the long wavelength band amplifier. 

In characterizing the erbium doped fiber amplifier the gain and noise figure was measured 
with a temporal filter setup. It was made of simple, low cost components but yielded 
accurate measurements since the noise originating from the amplified spontaneous emission 
was measured at the signal wavelength. In the study of fiber amplifier controlling schemes 
the input power of the fiber amplifier was successfully used to regulate the pump laser. This 
feed-forward control scheme provides a simple, low cost control and managment system for 
the erbium doped fiber amplifier in metropolitan area network applications that require 
flexible adding and dropping of wavelength channels. 

The transmitter research focused on the DFB laser due to its simplicity and low cost 
structure. A solid state Fabry-Perot etalon made from double polished silicon chip was used 
as a frequency discriminator in the chirp analyser developed for the DFB lasers. This 
wavelength discriminator did not require repeated calibration or active stabilisation and was 
controled electrically enabling automatic measurements. The silicon Fabry-Perot etalon was 
also used for simultaneous spectral filtering and wavelength control of the laser. The usable 
dispersion limited transmission length was increased when the filter was used in 
conjunction with the directly modulated distributed feedback laser transmitter. 

The combination of spatial multiplexing and dense wavelength division multiplexing in 
ring topology was investigated in the course of the research on the ring network as the 
feeder part of the metropolitan network. A new way to organize different wavelengths and 
fibers was developed. This ring network structure was simulated and an experimental ring 
network built. The results of the studies demonstrated that the same limitations effecting 
uni-directional ring structures also are the main limitations on the scalability of the spatial 
and wavelength division multiplexed ring networks based on bi-directional transmission 
when the node spacing is short. The developed ring network structure demonstrated major 
cost reductions when compared with the heavy use of wavelength division multiplexing. 
The node structure was also greatly simplified resulting in less need for different 
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wavelength transmitters in each node. Furthermore the node generated only minor losses 
for the passing signals thus reducing the need for optical amplification. 
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method. 
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fiber amplifier decrease the four-wave mixing gain of the fiber amplifier significantly. 

In publication IV the use of double cladding erbium doped fiber in long wavelength band 
erbium doped fiber amplifier is modelled and the impact of the pump cladding area is 
studied in detail. 

Publication V presents the possibility of using temporal filtering techniques to remove the 
signal from the noise spectrum of the erbium doped fiber amplifier. The outcome of this is 
an accurate method for noise figure measurement. 

Publication VI studies the feed-forward method of controling the erbium doped fiber 
amplifier gain using direct pump power control. 

Publication VII describes a new way to realise a simple and accurate system for measuring 
the distributed feedback lasers chirp. The measurement is based on the use of solid silicon 
wafer as Fabry-Perot etalon. 

Publication VIII presents a chirp analyser based on a temperature tunable solid silicon chip 
as Fabry-Perot etalon. An electrical heater integrated on the chip enables automation of the 
measurement. 

Publication IX describes a temperature tunable silicon based Fabry-Perot filter, which 
simultaneously improves the chirp effect in a distributed feedback laser by spectral filtering 
and monitors the wavelength with superior accuracy. 

Publication X presents a new optical ring network structure combining the benefits of bi-
directional transmission, spatial multiplexing and wavelength division multiplexing. 

Publication XI presents the experimentally measured characteristics of the test-bed for the 
ring network introduced in publication X. Also the shared pump scheme is introduced into 
this network structure. 

Publication XII studies the scalability of the ring network introduced in the publication XI 
and the publication X. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

ASE Amplified spontaneous emission 
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CATV Community antenna television 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The need for fast Internet access for web browsing and other broadband applications, 
such as video on demand and video conferencing, initiated the investigation into high 
capacity optical networks for metro and access areas1,2. The excellent transmission 
properties of optical fibers together with dense wavelength division multiplexing 
(DWDM) and erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) technology enables transmission 
speeds exceeding 10 Tbit/s3 and transmission over distances of thousands of kilometres 
without repeaters4. The differences between requirements of the trunk and access 
networks demand improvment of the components, transmission systems and network 
structures5,6. 

The large range of different traffic types, the need for quick upgrade of connections, and 
the capability for future upscaling require fine granularity and agility from the access 
network6,7. As an example the Internet generates packet data transmission bursts. It is 
inefficient to carry this kind of data using time domain multiplexing (TDM) technologies 
like synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) which was developed originally for carrying 
voice services8. Due to a smaller customer base the use of optics in metro area and access 
networks requires low cost of components, node element assembly and network 
management. One important difference between the trunk network and the metro area 
networks (MAN) is also the link distance, the typical node spacing in the MAN is 5-15 
km9. This means that the optical nodes are the main source of optical losses in the 
network. 

Kao and Hockham10 published in 1966 their theoretical analysis illustrating the ability to 
transmit light over long distances using glass optical fiber. Kapron et al.11 proved it 
experimentally at 1970 using silica glass fiber. When the semiconductor laser was 
introduced in early 196012, all the building blocks for the point-to-point optical fiber link 
were at hand. The era of fiber optics started, when TDM technology enabled the 
multiplexing of a large number of telephone conversations into a single transmission line 
between the exchanges thus creating the market for high-speed long haul transmission. 

The optical fiber amplifier was introduced already in 1964 when Koester and Snitzer built 
the first fiber amplifier13. The first silica based erbium doped fiber (EDF) was introduced 
in 1985 by S. Poole et al. at Southampton University14. The breakthrough in the 
fabrication of the EDF was the use of the solution doping developed by J. E. Townsend et 
al.15. The EDFA based on this EDF was presented by R. J. Mears et al. in 198716. The 
direct nanoparticle deposition (DND) process, introduced in 2001 by Liekki Oy17, 
improved the doping process. The outcome of this was shorter and more economical 
EDFs for optical amplifiers18 with enhanced performanceIII. 

The technology developed for the fabrication of telecom silica fibers gives an 
economically sound technology base for EDFA. The mechanical and environmental 
properties of the silica based EDF match well with proven silica based optical fibers19. A 
silica based host provides high efficiency to EDF because the position of the multiphonon 
edge in silica prevents optical output from possible transitions other than the main 
emission at 1550 nm20. At the conventional wavelength band (C-band, approx. 1530 nm – 
1560 nm) the intrinsic gain flatness of the aluminium rich EDF is over 20 nm20,21 and can 
be extended to over 30 nm in bandwidth using proper filtering techniques19,21. The use of 
the long wavelength band (L-band, approx. 1560 nm – 1605 nm) doubles the gain 
bandwidth by using the same mature technology. 

The rapid growth in Internet data transmission creates a need for high-speed low cost 
optical transmitters for optical access and the metro area networks. The directly 
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modulated distributed feedback (DFB) laser is an obvious candidate to this. Unfortunately 
the chirp of the DFB laser limits the transmission length22,23. The development of external 
modulators24 and the integration of electro absorption modulators with laser diodes solve 
this problem for long haul trunk networks25, however, due to the complicated structures 
the economics bars their use in metro and access networks. Accurate chirp measurement 
provides a method to analyse this problem and thus gives more detailed information both 
for the laser dynamics and for the system requirements26,27. Spectral filtering provides 
also a method to improve the dispersion tolerance, when directly modulated DFB lasers 
are used28,29,30,IX. 

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) provides a new aspect to the metro networks. 
The use of DWDM enables the use of the optical layer as a functional layer. The use of 
the optical layer provides a new way to improve the configurability and also adds the 
transparency of the network to different signal bit rates and data protocols such as the 
Internet protocol (IP), Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and Gigabit Ethernet1,2,6,7. 
The use of optical bypassing decreases the need for processing capacity and the port 
count of the routers since the routing can be done partially at the optical level1,6. 

The structure of the modern MAN is shown in Fig. 1. The network is divided into two 
parts; the distribution network and the feeder network6,7. WDM can be used to integrate 
the feeder and the distribution parts of the network in a manner not available earlier. The 
different types of services can be assigned e.g. to separate wavelengths and the 
aggregation of these diverse services can be done at the customer premises using passive 
optical components7. At the access node these wavelengths can then be processed or some 
of them can be optically routed to another node6,7, which reduces the equipment costs. 

The feeder network cable is often multifiber cable2,6,7,31 which provides a possibility to 
use spatial division multiplexing (SDM) together with WDM2,31,32,X. 

 

Fig. 1. An example of a regional metropolitan network consisting of distribution networks 
and a feeder network6. © 1999 IEEE. 
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1.1 The aims of this thesis 
The target of this thesis is the study and the development of the key technologies that 
enable the use of optical transmission in metro area and access networks. Specifically the 
target areas are optical amplification, low cost high-speed transmitters and metro ring 
networks. 

The aim of the studies into optical amplification is to create a better understanding of the 
effects of non-idealities resulting from different processing steps, to find out methods to 
produce better and cost effective EDF and to examine how to lower the costs of 
manufacturing metro EDFAs containing the required control and management functions. 

The main target for low cost high-speed transmitters is to find out better and cheaper 
ways to characterize the chirp of directly modulated lasers and study how this know-how 
can be used to improve the usability of the directly modulated laser in optical networks. 

The study of metro ring networks is focused on the combinations of SDM and WDM 
together to realize a cost effective solution for the ring network. 
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2 ERBIUM DOPED FIBER 

The solution doping method, the most commonly used process for making the EDF, is 
studied. By separating the soot growth and the sintering phase the uniformity of the 
porous layer is improved resulting in homogeneous doping in the fiber coreII. The EDF 
structure is simulated in order to optimise the index profile of the EDF. The effects of the 
processing steps that result in non-ideal refractive index profiles are also taken into 
account in the simulationsI.  

The recently developed DND technology is a nanoparticle glass forming process where 
the doping can be done simultaneously with glass formation17. The DND technology 
improves the uniformity of the doping resulting higher doping levels, shorter EDF lengths 
and lower polarization mode dispersion (PMD). This technology lowers the costs and 
simplifies the construction of the EDFAs while improving simultaneously the optical 
characteristics18. The shorter fiber length decreases significantly the sensitivity to optical 
non-linear processes, an important issue when building the L-band EDFAIII. 

The coupling of the pump laser into a SM fiber is at present the most critical and 
expensive phase when constructing EDFA’s. This costly coupling can be avoided by 
combining an additional large cross-section multimode waveguide for the pump light into 
the cladding of the EDF. This can be beneficial in L-band amplifier because it provides 
more uniform inversion in the EDF and thus improves the quantum conversion efficiency 
(QCE)IV. 

2.1 The EDF fabrication 
Koester and Snitzer13 built the first fiber amplifier with a side pumped neodymium fiber 
in 1963-1964, only a few years after the development of lasers. The fiber was made by 
cladding a Nd doped glass core with a lower index glass. This was before Kao and 
Hockham presented their studies illustrating the opportunity to use optical fibers for 
telecommunications in 196610. Kapron et al. showed the possibility to fabricate silica 
based glass fibers having low optical loss in 197011, which proved the possibility to use 
optical fibers for telecommunication. J. Stone and C.A. Burrus continued the development 
of the fiber laser by introducing the solution doping method33 and showing the possibility 
to use a semiconductor laser for end pumping the fiber laser in 197434.  

S. Poole et al. in Southampton university demonstrated the fabrication method for quartz 
based doped fibers in 198514. This manufacturing process was developed from modified 
chemical vapour deposition (MCVD) originally developed at Bell Labs by MacChesney 
in 197435. In the MCVD process the reactive gases are fed into a silica tube. This tube is 
in a glass lathe where it is heated at one position using hydrogen / oxygen burner. In the 
hot region the gases, typically SiCl4, GeCl4, PCl4 and O2, react and form small sub-
micron particles, soot, of silica glass doped with GeO2 and P2O5. These particles flow due 
to thermophoresis to the wall of the quartz tube35. When the heater is slowly moved in the 
same direction as the gases the soot is sintered at the hot zone thus forming a thin 
transparent film of glass. When several layers of glass films have been grown in the tube, 
it is collapsed into a glass rod. The grown glass layers form the guiding part of the fiber 
preform.  

Unfortunately this method was not compatible to handle halides such as rare earth 
halides, which have very low vapour pressures at room temperature. To circumvent this 
problem S. Poole et al.14 used a separate part of the silica tube as a container for the rare 
earth source, see Fig. 2. The container part of the tube was heated separately to control the 
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ErCl3 content in the tube. The temperature of the silica tube was high enough for ErCl3 to 
remain in the gas phase and to react at the hot zone to form Er2O3. 

 

Fig. 2. Fabrication set up for rare earth doping using MCVD, Poole et al.14, © 1985 
IEEE.  

In 1987 the solution doping technique was adapted to this technology again at 
Southampton University by J. E. Townsend et al.15, see Fig. 3. R. J. Mears et al. from the 
same group demonstrated an EDFA in 198716. In this modification a porous layer of 
doped silica glass is processed on the inner side of a quartz tube using the MCVD 
technology. Using lower temperature at the hot zone, the soot layer formed a porous frit, 
which is hard enough to be soaked in water containing ErCl3 and other dopants, like 
AlCl3, YbCl3

20. After soaking the preform into water it is dried and attached back to the 
glass lathe. When the chlorides with their crystalline water, like ErCl3⋅6(H2O), are heated 
they form first hydroxides, like Er(OH)3, and hydrochloric acids, HCl. When the 
temperature is further increased the oxides are formed and the extra water is released. 
Finally the temperature is increased so that the dopant oxide is diffused into silica glass 
and the glass is sintered. 

The method of counter-propagating the burner and the halide precursors was used in the 
EDF processing in publication II. This enables the use of high processing temperature at 
the reaction zone because the partial sintering of the soot layer is done at a separate 
process phase. The uniformity of the frit was controlled in the pre-sintering densification 
process using the colour of the light scattered from the partially sintered frit. The variation 
of the aluminium concentration was below 20 %. The same idea of translating the burner 
in direction opposite to the halides has also been developed separately in processing high 
phosphorous-doped glass frit for solution doping36. 

The solution doping process relies on uniform porous glass soot and there is no direct 
feedback during the partial sintering phase. This makes it difficult to control the rare earth 
doping level and homogeneity of the dopant profile. This problem started the 
development of the DND process17,18. In the DND process the precursor solution is fed in 
liquid phase directly to the reaction zone, Fig. 4a. The clustering tendency is low in this 
process because the glass is doped in-situ with the glass particle formation. Furthermore, 
the DND process makes it possible to mix the index difference forming materials with 
other dopant materials already during the deposition of the glass particles. This results in 
excellent homogeneity of the glass composition in the porous glass soot preform that is 
sintered in the next phase into a solid glass tube. Finally the tube is collapsed into a solid 
core rod and sleeved with a pure silica glass tubes, which forms the cladding. Fig. 4b 
shows a radial dopant concentration profile of a preform. 
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Fig. 3. Fabrication set up for rare earth doping using MCVD and solution doping by J. E. 
Townsend et al.15, picture from20, © 1991 IEEE.  
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Fig. 4. a) DND process equipment18, b) Radial erbium and aluminium profiles in the core 
of the DND preform. The Er-profile is multiplied by 10 compared to the Al-profile18.  
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2.2 Modelling 
In a glass host the surrounding crystal structure causes a Stark splitting of the Er3+ 
orbitals, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The homogeneous broadening of the transitions over the Stark 
split manifolds of the laser transitions of the rare-earth ions generally exceeds the 
inhomogeneous broadening in glass due to the broadening effect of phonon coupling38. 
This assumption simplifies the simulations and agrees excellently with the experimental 
results39. The probability of absorption ηa and stimulated emission ηe for a single atom 
between the laser levels 4I15/2 and 

4I13/2 can be described using absorption and emission 
cross-sections, σa and σe.  

)()( 1 υυση Φ= Naa , )()( 2 υυση Φ= Nee . (1) 

Here υ is the frequency of the light, Φ(υ) is the photon flux at frequency υ at the atoms 
site, N1 and N2 are the fractional populations of the lower ground state, 4I15/2 and the upper 
excited state, 4I13/2, respectively. The Er can be considered as a two level atom and no 
excited state absorption is needed to account for the most common pump wavelengths 
(980nm and 1480 nm)38,40. The rapid relaxation from 4I11/2 to 4I13/2 simplifies the 
simulation when 980 nm pumping is used; only the absorption due to the transitions from 
4I15/2 to 4I11/2 has to be taken into account. This results N1+N2=1. The time derivative of 
the population at upper level N2 is then 

+−=
τ
θθ ),,,(),,,( 22 zrtN

dt
zrtdN  

[{ }∫
=

±Φ−
max

min

),,,(),,,()(),,,()( 21

υ

υυ

υθυθυσθυσ dzrzrtNzrtN ea ] . (2) 

Here r is the radius from the fiber centre, θ is the azimuth angle, z is the position from 
fiber end, τ is the lifetime of the excited state, and Φ±(υ) is the photon flux at frequency 
υ. The integration goes over the frequency region where there is absorption and / or 
emission and includes beams propagating in both directions.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Relevant energy levels of an Er3+ ion including the Stark splitting38, © 1989 IEEE. 
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Fig. 6. Shading represents the room-temperature Bolzmann-distributed populations of 
each manifold41, © 1991 IEEE. 

In order to cover the effects of the waveguide structure and the consequent modal field 
distributions the local inversion in all three dimensions is taken into account42. The 
photon flux can be described by using the radially symmetric normalized optical power 
distribution of the mode ψ(υ,r) and the number of photons at that frequency in the mode 

ζ(υ,z). The ψ(υ,r) is normalized so that  12),(
0

=∫
∞

rdrr πυψ

),,(),(),,,( rzzr θυψυζθυ ⋅=Φ . (3) 

Using these equations and assuming the Gaussian distribution for the pump and signal 
intensity it is possible to optimise the confinement of the pump and signal modes43. When 
the more accurate power distribution is needed, the electrical field distribution ψe of the 
EDF can be calculated directly from the refractive index distribution using the scalar 
wave equation,  

0),(),(),(1
2

2
222

2

2

=
















−−++ r
r

rnk
dr
d

rdr
d

e υψννυβυ . (4) 

In this equation k = 2πnυ/c is the wave number, n is the refractive index, ν is the angular 
mode number, (e.g. for LP01 ν = 0 and for LP11 ν = 1), and β is the propagation constant 
of the mode. The optical power or the photon distribution is proportional to the square of 
the electrical field distribution. 

The index profile of the fabricated EDF is very seldom as designed. Often in the centre 
there may be an index dip and the diffusion of the dopants takes place at the processing 
stage. Using the scalar wave equation for defining the field distribution, it is possible to 
study the influence of these index profile nonidealities formed in the processing stages. In 
publication I the effects of the index dip, the diffusion of the dopant materials, and the 
confinement of the waveguide mode on EDF performance are studied. 

When the concept of local capture fraction39 for spontaneous emission is taken into 
account, the model can also account the noise properties of the EDFA39. The local capture 
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fraction Ω± defines the probability of a spontaneously emitted photon coupling to the 
waveguide mode 

( ) ( ) ),(8/1 22 rn υψλπ ⋅⋅=Ω±  (5) 

When the local populations are considered as time variant this model can be used for 
accurate analysis of the dynamic effects in the EDFA44. 

The assumption of totally homogeneously broadened Stark splitting is not exactly valid, 
the small amount of inhomogeneous broadening causes some spectral hole burning (SHB) 
in the gain spectrum. The SHB has to be taken into account when the EDFA is heavily 
saturated or the gain spectrum is important. For example, the SHB must be taken account 
in systems where the gain of the EDFA is clamped using an all optical feedback loop45 or 
there are a large number of EDFAs in fiber link46. 

In the optimised fibers the variations of the signal and pump power mode distributions 
across the Er3+ doped area can be considered small and thus the radial dependence of the 
Er3+ inversion level can be neglected. This can be used to simplify the equations, for this 
we define absorption αa and emission αe constants of the EDF: 

)()()( * υσυρυα aa Γ= , , (6) )()()( * υσυρυα ee Γ=

2
0*

2)(

d

r

r

rdrr
d

π

πρ
ρ

∫
= . (7) 

Here the ρ* is the average erbium concentration in the fiber and rd is the radius of the 
doped area. The confinement factor Γ is the overlap integral between the optical intensity 
profile and the erbium concentration distribution ρ (r): 

*
0

2)()(

ρ

πρψ∫
∞

=Γ
rdrrr

. (8) 

When the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is neglected and the fractional 
populations N1 and N2 are considered as uniform across the core region, e.g. not 
depending on radius r or the azimuthal angle θ, equation (2) can be rewritten using the 
optical powers of the different signal and pump beams, Pk

47. The powers are expressed 
here in number of photons per unit of time. 

∑
= ∂

∂
−−=

N

k

k
k z
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dt

AtzdN
1

*
2

*
2 ),(),(),(

τ
ρρ

. (9) 

In this equation A is the core area and uk gives the direction of the corresponding beam. uk 
is 1 when the beam enters at z = 0 and -1 otherwise. Now we can integrate (9) from 
beginning to end of EDF (0 to l). 

)()()(1
2 tPtPAtNl

dt
d inout −=






 + ρ

τ
. (10) 
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fractional population of the upper level in the EDF, 
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In the steady state situation ( 0/2 =dtdN ) the averaged upper level population can be 
expressed: 

lA
PPN

inout 1)(
*2 ⋅
−

=
ρ

τ . (12) 

On the other hand the change of the optical power in k-th beam in the EDF can be stated 
also using absorption and emission cross-sections47: 
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We can now rewrite the (2) into form, 
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In the steady state situation the fractional upper level population N2 is: 
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By integrating the equation (13) we can couple the input and output power of the beam k 
with the averaged upper level population, 

( ) ( )( )l)(υα)(υα(t)N)l(υαPP kakeka
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k
out

k +⋅−= 2expexp . (16) 

Now combining (12), (16) we have a single transcendental equation describing the 
absorption and gain in EDF: 
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The  used here is the intrinsic saturation power, given in the following equation)( k
IS

kP υ 47. 

[ ]τυαυα
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When the input powers, absorption and emission cross-sections are known the output 
power to different light beams can be calculated using (9). 
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Equations (10) and (13) also form a single ordinary differential equation describing the 
time dependant behaviour of the EDFA48. This equation can be further simplified and an 
analytical model has been formed using Laplace transformations49. However, this 
analytical model can be used only for small or medium input power variations. 

In network modelling there is a need for a simple and fast EDFA model. The dynamic 
gain tilt technique or black box model, similar to the average inversion level method 
shown above, uses two EDFA gain measurements50. The measurements are performed 
using different input saturating signal levels. The saturating signal has the same 
wavelength at both measurements and the gain spectrum is measured using a small 
probing signal. When the gain spectrum is known at two different upper fractional 
populations N2, and the optical power that generate these two gain spectra are known, the 
gain spectra in power levels between these two situations can be calculated. This dynamic 
gain tilt model also provides an efficient tool to extract the gain coefficient of EDF from 
the two EDFA gain measurements51,52. This method is suitable especially in the L-band 
region, where the gain is low compared to the gain at C-band. 

When the erbium concentration is increased the erbium ions start to couple with each 
other. This results concentration quenching, which comes from cooperative 
upconversions. The upconversion process is a result of nonradiative energy transfer due to 
electric multipolar interactions, Fig. 7. In the starting point both of the ions are in the 
excited state 4I13/2. After the interaction the donating ion is transferred to the ground state, 
4I15/2, and the acceptor ion is transferred to the 4I9/2, from which it relaxes to the 
metastable state, 4I13/2. The energy of the excited donor atom is lost to phonons in this 
process. The upconversion processes are divided into two categories, the homogeneous 
and the inhomogeneous. The homogeneous upconversion is a result of overall interionic 
distances in the glass network. In inhomogeneous upconversion the erbium ions have 
formed clusters comprised of two or more erbium ions. 

 

 

Fig. 7. The energy diagram of erbium ions in the upconversion process53, © 1997 IEEE. 

The absorption and emission cross-sections and spontaneous emission rate can be 
considered to be the same for the erbium ions, whether they are clustered or not53. The 
time constant of the upconversion process in an ion cluster is very short compared to the 
isolated erbium ion. Only one of the ions in a cluster can be excited, all the extra 
excitations result immediate upconversion and lost of optical power. If the size of the 
cluster is m ions (m is larger than 1) then the fractional upper level population of the 
clustered ions Nc2 can be written53 
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Generally it is considered that the ions form mainly clusters of two ions, ion pairs, and 
this assumption is used when calculating the amount of clusters in EDF53. 

Homogeneous upconversion can be taken into account by including a term –k2[N2(r,θ,z)]2 
for two particle and -k3[N2(r,θ,z)]3 for three particle homogeneous upconversion on the 
right hand side of equation (2)53. However, it is shown, that this approximation is not 
valid for high inversion situations54. In order to propely model homogeneous 
upconversion the proximity of the erbium ions in silica glass matrix also has to be taken 
into account along with the migration of the excited state55. Due to the high increase of 
homogeneous upconversion at high inversions it is almost impossible to distinguish these 
two processes from the results of the gain measurements. 

2.3 The characterisation of EDF 
In principle the gain and absorption spectrums are straightforward to measure. With low 
optical powers one can measure the absorption spectrum and with high pump power the 
gain spectrum. Unfortunately the low power creates problems when measuring the weak 
signals accurately. The pump power levels required to achieve total inversion are high, 
several hundreds of milliwats, and are not always available.  

When designing the measurement set-up and procedures there are some rules of thumb. 
When the gain of the EDFA is less than 20 dB or the total input signal power is greater 
than –20 dBm, gain saturation due to ASE is negligible47. The transit time of the EDF is 
rather fast (0.1-10ms), and can thus be neglected in most steady state measurements47,48. 

For the measurement of the gain spectrum a short length of EDF is heavily pumped, so 
that the whole length of the EDF is almost totally inverted. The fiber length is short so 
that the total gain is well below 20 dB and thus the signal and the ASE power levels 
remain low enough not to saturate the EDF56. With the help of simulation it is possible to 
improve the measurement accuracy when using lower pump power levels50,51,52. 
Succesfull simulation, however, requires information on the refractive index profile and 
the overlap integral between the mode field and the doped region41. 

In the EDF analysis the Er3+ concentration distribution is either assumed to be known or it 
is measured using X-ray microprobe analysis20,56. The spatial resolution of this 
measurement is not good enough for measuring directly the EDF; it is done either from 
the preform or from a thick EDF piece drawn for this purpose. The mode field diameters 
of EDF can be measured using standard methods.  

Another method of measuring the ratio between the emission and absorption cross-
sections is to measure the gain as a function of pump power. By using the unknown ratio 
of the absorption and emission cross sections as a fitting parameter the theoretical gain 
dependence is then fitted to the measurement results56. The Fuchtbauer-Ladenberg 
analysis can be also used to calculate the ratio between the two cross-sections56. 
Unfortunately the results differ from more direct loss-gain measurements. A possible 
reason for this could be that all the transition probabilities between different Stark states 
are not equal56. The reciprocity between the absorption and emission cross-section 
developed by McCumber57 shows good fit between the measured absorption and emission 
cross-sections40. 
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Here ε is the frequency, where the absorption cross-section equals the emission cross-
section, and T is the ambient temperature. Because the accuracy of absorption 
measurement is better than the accuracy of the gain measurement, especially at L-band, 
this equation can be used to improve the emission cross-section measurement. 

One method of measuring the intrinsic saturation power PIS is the use of a step like pulsed 
high power signal58. In this method the output of the EDF is studied in the time domain. 
At the beginning of the signal pulse the Er3+ ions are in the ground state, and the 
absorption of the EDF is unsaturated. As the signal power stays on the upper laser level, 
population starts to increase and the absorption is partially bleached. When the pulse 
ends, the fluorescence from the excited ions can be measured. By measuring the 
fluorescence time constant, the time constant of the change in absorption at the start of the 
pulse, the output power levels at the beginning and the time when the absorption is 
saturated, the intrinsic saturation power PIS can be calculated58. 

The lifetime of the excited state can be measured straightforwardly using a pulsed pump 
source and fast detector59. If there is possibility of homogeneous co-operative 
upconversion in the EDF it exists only at high inversion levels. In order to see these fast-
decaying processes high power pump pulses must be used59. 

The lifetime measurement can be done in the frequency regime; the pump laser is 
modulated with sinusoidal signal and the spontaneous signal is measured using 
synchronous detection. Then the modulation frequency is swept and the lifetime response 
is collected. This synchronous detection improves the sensitivity of the measurement and 
spontaneously emitted light from fiber side can be measured60. 

2.4 EDF optimisation 
Several aspects have to be considered when optimising the EDF: efficient coupling to 
standard fibers, good QCE, low noise figure (NF), high gain and broad gain bandwidth. 
Efficient coupling can be realised using the same waveguide parameters for the EDF as 
are used for the standard fiber. This, however, is quite contradictory to optimising other 
factors, which favour high numerical aperture (NA) and small core diameter62. This can 
be resolved to some extent using tapered structures based on either core material diffusion 
during fusion splicing63 or physically tapering the fiber64,65. Low NF, high bandwidth and 
high gain can be achieved almost simultaneously with high NA EDF having rather low V-
values (1.2 – 1.6)I,39,66,67. The composition of the host glass plays also an important role; 
the highest gain is achieved with only Ge doping66 and the broadest natural bandwidth, up 
to 20 nm, with highly Al doped host glass20,21,56, Fig. 8. 

The increase of the NA from 0.15 to 0.25 improves the QCE by 9% when the pump 
power is 100 mW. The Er3+ confinement improves QCE only by 2% when the NA is 0.25 
and the pump power is 100 mW68. 
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Fig. 8. Fluorescence curves for different host glasses20, © 1991 IEEE. 

The processing steps that result in non-ideal refractive index profiles need to be taken into 
account when comparing different processing schemes and EDF compositions39,66,I. Due 
to the volatility of doping materials, e.g. germanium oxide, an index dip may form in the 
centre of the core during the collapsing process. In addition diffusion of the doping 
materials takes place during the collapsing phase. E.g., a dip having a width of 75% of the 
core diameter and a depth of 100 % from the index difference degraded the gain of the 
EDF about 37%I. On the other hand the diffusion of the dopants at the interface between 
the core and the cladding had only a minor effect on the gain. The shape of the index 
profile also slightly changes the optimum cut-off wavelength of the EDFI. 

There is also a long list of processing parameters that change the EDF properties, e.g., the 
amount of thermal processing (clustering, crystal growth), drying gases and temperatures 
(e.g. Cl induced scattering) and drawing parameters (drawing induced losses)20,36,66,II. 

2.5 L-band Er doped fiber 
The L-band amplifiers use the same mature technology that is used in C-band EDFAs. 
Usually the C-band and L-band are defined respectively as 1528 nm – 1562 nm and 1570 
nm - 1605 nm. The L-band corresponds to the tail of the 4I13/2 – 4I15/2 energy level 
transition69. Due to the use of the tail, the emission and absorption coefficients are 3-4 
times smaller than in the C-band. In order to minimise the high intrinsic gain at C-band, 
the L-band EDFA operates at a low average inversion69. As a result of these operation 
conditions, the length of the EDF is 7-10 times longer than in C-band EDFA. 

Fiber non-linearity is often considered as the limiting factor in DWDM systems. The 
small effective area of the EDF and the long lengths used in L-band EDFA have also 
brought this limitation to L-band EDFA, mainly due to four-wave mixing (FWM)70,71,72. 
The FWM efficiency is less sensitive to channel spacing in EDF due to shorter interaction 
length than in the transmission single-mode (SM) fiber70. The FWM depends 
quadratically on fiber length and thus L-band EDFAs benefit from having high erbium 
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concentration70,III. PMD is another limiting factor in L-band amplifiers and managing this 
is also easier when the EDF is kept short. 

The required EDF length can be reduced by increasing the erbium ion concentration or by 
increasing the relative doped area of the core. However, concentration quenching due to 
upconversion processes limits the maximum concentration53. All the non-uniformity in 
concentration, like clustering, result in higher upconversion and thus decrease in 
efficiency. The non-uniformity in concentration is a result of the glass synthesis process 
in addition to the glass chemical composition. The DND process makes it possible to 
reduce the EDF length in L-band EDFAs from conventional 50-100m to about 12mIII. 
This decreases notably the FWM and PMD, while keeping the QCE over 40 % when 
measured for the L-bandIII. 

Like C-band EDF the L-band EDF has inhomogeneous gain saturation affecting the 
spectral characteristics. The SHB is much higher in Ge-doped EDF73 than in highly Al- 
doped EDFIII, where the SHB is barely measurable. 

2.6 Double Cladding (DC) EDF 
High power, low cost and spatially multimode broad stripe lasers can be used for 
pumping the DC EDF. Because the pump waveguide is remarkably larger than the core of 
the SM fiber, the coupling from the pump laser chip to pump waveguide can be realised 
using simple, low cost and robust techniques74,75,76. The high pump power makes it 
possible to realise high power amplifiers74,75,76,77,78,79 and lasers80,81,82. 

The first DC doped fiber structure was demonstrated by H. Po et al. already in 198982. In 
this structure the second cladding was formed from a polymer. The use of the polymers 
on the second cladding may create a reliability problem. The coupling to a more standard 
silica fiber is also complicated. These problems can be avoided by making an all-glass 
structure using fluorosilicate glass36. Unfortunately the achievable refractive index 
difference is reduced with these all-glass structures. Another possible solution is the use 
of holey fiber structures in the pump waveguide cladding, where the glass air interface 
provides high refractive index to the all-glass DC fiber structure37. 

The schematic structure of the DC EDF is shown in Fig. 9. In the DC EDF the doped 
single mode waveguide is surrounded by a multimode waveguide. The surrounding 
multimode waveguide guides the pump light thus operating as the pump waveguide. 

 

 
Fig. 9. The schematic picture of the DC EDF78, © 1999 OSA. 

The DC EDF can be modelled using the same concepts and equations as single cladding 
EDF, except for the overlap of the pump light, which propagates in a highly multimode 
waveguide. If the shape of the pump waveguide cross-section provides uniform 
distribution to all modes, the local pump photon density is the pump power divided by the 
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pump waveguide areaIV,83. This doesn’t apply for a circular pump waveguide. There the 
skew modes don't have any power in the centre region of the pump waveguide, where the 
doped waveguide is. 

In publication IV we studied the optimisation of the pump waveguide cross-sectional area 
of DC EDF for L-band EDFAs. The relation between the pump waveguide area and the 
signal waveguide area impacts the probability of the absorption of the pump light. This 
can be exploited in L-band amplifiersIV. The decreased absorption results in a more 
uniform inversion in the EDF and improves the QCE of the L-band amplifier when 980 
nm pumping is usedIV. By changing the area of the pump waveguide, the pump absorption 
can be adjusted and the operation of the EDFA can be optimised, see Fig. 10. 

Co-doping the fiber with Yb3+ increases the absorption of the low brightness, broad stripe 
pump laser light. The energy of some of the excited Yb3+ then migrates to Er3+ thus 
exciting it. The absorption of the pump light and the excitation of the Er3+ are 
accomplished by the Yb3+ ions. The Yb3+ ions have large absorption cross-sections and 
the very high doping level compensates the low pump absorption due to the high area 
ratio between the signal and pump waveguides79. 

In Yb3+ co-doped EDF a rather high P2O5 concentration is required to provide rapid 
multiphonon decay from the 4I11/2 level of Er3+. This minimises the back-transfer of the 
energy from Er3+ to Yb3+ ion79,36. The drawback using P2O5 is that the gain spectrum of 
Er3+ is not as broad as when using Al2O3 doping. The Yb3+ co-doping also reduces the 
pump wavelength tolerance due to the broad absorption band at 920 nm79. 
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Fig. 10. Launched and absorbed pump power and QCE as a function of cladding area. 
Gain is fixed at 20 dB for a 0-dBm signal at 1590 nmIV, © 2001 IEEE. 

The efficient coupling of the pump light to the pump waveguide in DC EDF can be done 
using the existing WDM technology common to DWDM single wavelength add/drop 
components74,84. A more elegant solution is to fuse and taper a bundle of multimode fibers 
and one SM fiber to form a fused multimode coupler, where the outer fibers create 
coupling to pump waveguide, while the SM fiber in the centre couples the signal to the 
centre core waveguide76. A simpler means to couple the pump power to DC EDFA is the 
use of side pumping75,85,86,87. In this method a polished V-groove is created in the DC 
EDF and the pump light is coupled via total internal reflection from the facets of this V-
groove. 
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The NF of the cladding pumped EDFA is usually worse than that of the more common 
transversally single-mode-pumping scheme. This can be improved by using a separate 
pre-amplifier76,78. Another method is to use a specially designed ring doping structure83. 
Only the ring area around the core center is doped, where the brightness of the signal 
mode is low. Now the pump brightness remains higher compared to the amplified signal 
in the doped region. This keeps the population inversion high and improves the NF. A 
broad and flat gain bandwidth of 30 nm at L-band has been also demonstrated using Yb3+ 
co-doped DC EDF78. 
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3 ERBIUM DOPED FIBER AMPLIFIER 

The characterization of the EDFA accounts for a large portion of the manufacturing cost. 
The gain and the ASE at the saturating signal wavelength decreases due to SHB. In order 
to measure the NF precisely the ASE should be measured at the signal wavelength. The 
large deviation of the optical powers between the signal and ASE makes direct 
measurement difficult88. The long lifetime of the excited state of the erbium ion makes it 
feasible to use temporal filtering for separating the signal and noise at the same 
wavelength89,IV. The measurement set-up using temporal filtering was realised using 
simple and low cost components yielding accurate and fast measurementsIV. 

The use of DWDM technology in the MAN requires flexible adding and dropping of 
wavelength channels. As the EDFA operates normally in saturation regime, the gain 
depends on the input signal power. The input power of the EDFA is successfully used to 
regulate the pump laser and this feed-forward control scheme provides a simple, low cost 
controlling and managing system for EDFA in MAN applicationsVI. 

3.1 EDFA measurement 
The most important characteristics of EDFA are the gain and the NFASE as a function of 
input power and wavelength88,90. The interference between the signal and the ASE 
produce the NFASE. The other noise component, which is generated from the interference 
between the ASE with itself, is most often negligible in practical systems. The reason for 
this is the use of DWDM filters before the receiver or the high signal level at the EDFA 
input. The NFASE can be calculated from the measured gain, G, and ASE power, PASE, of 
the amplifier, equation (21).  

GGh
BPNF ASE

ASE
10 +

⋅
=

υ
 (21) 

The B0 is the optical bandwidth in the frequency domain where the PASE is measured. 

The PASE must be measured exactly at or very close to the signal wavelength. 
Unfortunately the high power amplified signal disturbs the measurement substantially88. 
The methods used to measure the ASE close to signal are curve fitting of the measured 
ASE spectrum and interpolation91, polarisation-nulling of the signal90, the pulsed source 
technique92 and temporal filtering89,V. 

In the polarisation nulling technique it is assumed that the ASE noise is randomly 
polarised. The signal used has only one polarisation state, which is true for most 
transmitters. A polariser is used to filter out the amplified signal so that the ASE noise at 
the other orthogonal polarisation state can be measured at the same wavelength as the 
signal90. The result is valid only when there is no polarisation dependency in the EDF. 

In the pulsed source method the input signal is pulsed using a separate chopper92. The 
output is then fed through a spectrum analyser and analysed in the time domain using a 
fast detector. From the time point, when the signal is cut off, the ASE starts to grow in an 
exponential manner. The ASE level at the time when signal was on can be derived by 
extrapolating the evolution of the ASE level to the time when the signal was cut off. 
Using this method the NF of the deeply saturated EDFA and gain dynamics can also be 
studied93. 

In the temporal filtering technique the signal is modulated at high speed compared with 
the EDFA response time. Then the amplified signal of the EDFA is chopped out and the 
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ASE can be thus measured at the signal wavelength. The modulation can be done using 
an acousto-optic modulator89 or a mechanical chopperV. 

In the measurement system described in publication V, a single fast mechanical chopper 
is used for both signal modulation and temporal filtering of the ASE. Using an accurately 
designed chopper blade with 1/2 on/off ratio it is possible to arrange the two optical 
beams to be chopped so, that there are no time slots when the two channels are 
simultaneously on. This prevents totally the cross-talk problem between the signal and 
ASE. The input signal is generated using a tunable fiber ring laser, where the wavelength 
selection is done using the same tunable filter used in the measurement set-up, Fig. 11. 

 

 

Fig. 11. The ring laser and the ASE noise power measurement unit with the optical 
amplifier (OA) under testV. The chopper cuts out the amplified signal from the ASE out 
fiber. Channel A of the tunable filter defines the output wavelength of the ring laser. 

In analogue systems the linearity of the gain and the NF are the most important 
parameters of the EDFA. The chirping of the transmitter induces distortion to the signal 
when passed through components having wavelength dependence (gain or loss). The 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the related carrier to noise ratio (CNR) of the community 
antenna television (CATV) system influence directly the quality of transmission. The 
gain-slope can be measured using two tunable sources, one for saturating and the other for 
probing the gain94. Due to the high SNR of the CATV systems the signal power is often 
more than 50 dB over the ASE and thus the NF can be measured most reliably using 
temporal filteringV, or by measuring the SNR degradation in the electrical domain76,95. 

3.2 Broadband EDFA 
The EDFA fits well with WDM technology due to its low multichannel cross talk and 
broadband amplification. The reason for the low cross talk is mainly due to the long 
fluorescence lifetime96 and the broad band amplification is the consequence of the Stark 
splitting38. The host glass modifies strongly the emission line shape, and using high Al 
doping the intrinsic gain bandwidth can be in the order of 20 nm20,21,56, Fig. 8. The gain 
bandwidth can be extended to 30 nm with less than 5% gain variation using proper 
filtering techniques19. The filter can be based on di-electric interference filters, a long 
period grating97,98, a short period grating99, curved fiber100, a Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) 
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interferometer type wave-guide filter21, or an acousto-optic filter101,102. The problems with 
the long period gratings are their temperature dependence and bending sensitivity. The 
short Bragg gratings may create problems because they tend to reflect part of the filtered 
light back to the fiber. The bent type filtering suffers from long time reliability and rather 
high background losses. The M-Z waveguide filter suffers from extra losses and 
complexity in construction. The use of acousto-optic filtering is at an early stage but it has 
an interesting feature. The acousto-optic filter can be tuned fast and thus it provides a 
dynamic aspect for spectral gain control101,102.  

The controllability of the gain flatness against input power excursions has been improved 
by applying a tunable attenuator between two amplifying stages of the EDFA103.  

A semiconductor optical amplifier can be used to compensate the gain tilt of the EDFA104. 
The gain tilt variation due to the change of the input power can also be managed in this 
scheme by controlling the drive current of the semiconductor amplifiers. 

3.3 L-Band EDFA 
Appending the L-band EDFA to the C-band EDFA doubles the transmission bandwidth 
available69. Due to the smaller emission and absorption cross-sections at the L-band the 
backward ASE at C-band accumulates. This decreases the QCE of the EDFA and also the 
population inversion level of the EDF69. This degrades the noise performance. The typical 
NF of L-band EDFA is 5 dB105.  

Using a double stage design in which the low gain first stage is pumped using 980 nm105 a 
NF of 3.6 dB is achieved. The QCE of the double stage design can be improved by using 
the ASE of the first stage for pumping the second stage106. The ASE at 1550 band can be 
used also for pumping an otherwise unpumped stage of the L-band EDFA and thus 
improve the QCE significantly from 11.7% to 25.7%107. 

By tuning the pump wavelength slightly from the peak absorption wavelength the 
population inversion is decreased at the pump-launching end of the EDF. This reduces the 
backward ASE and improves the QCE108. The QCE is also improved by using an idler 
signal in 1550 nm region109. The idler signal has high gain and the 980 nm pump power is 
converted into 1550 nm idler, which later on excites the EDF. 

3.4 Dynamic gain control 
Although the EDFA doesn’t produce practically any crosstalk between the different 
wavelength channels due to the long excited state lifetime96, there exists a rather high 
transient response in EDFAs to channel add / drop loss110. The change in the gain of 
EDFA can easily exceed 6 dB for the surviving channel, which is not tolerable for other 
parts of the network110. Furthermore, if there are several cascaded amplifiers in the link 
their combined effects disrupt the system performance via non-linearity and degradation 
in SNR even more111,112. 

By applying optical feedback at one wavelength it is possible to clamp the population 
inversion in a homogeneously broadened gain media. This also clamps the gain at other 
wavelengths. This optical feedback can be realized by feeding to the input of the EDFA a 
portion of wavelength-filtered output, which results lasing113, Fig. 12. The filter defines 
the lasing wavelength, and it is not available for amplification. Linear laser structure with 
Bragg gratings as mirrors has also been used114, Fig. 12.  

When the input signal level of the optically gain clamped EDFA changes rapidly there is 
relaxation oscillation in the lasing feedback signal. This cause gain variations to the 
EDFA. This has to taken account in networks where several amplifiers are cascaded45 
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The benefits of the use of the linear laser structure with Bragg gratings as the optical 
feedback element are the simpler structure, the possibility to tune the gain by stretching 
one of the gratings and the minor losses at the signal wavelengths. However, the 
multipath interference caused by multiple reflection on the both sides of the EDF from the 
gratings may cause amplitude noise if the gratings have reflections at signal 
wavelengths115. 

Due to the lower average inversion of the L-band EDF the dynamics of the L-band EDFA 
are 4-5 times slower than in the C-band EDFA116. The all-optical gain control schemes 
operate also in L-band EDFAs117. 

 
 

Fig. 12 The two most used all optical gain clamping configurations, a) ring laser 
configuration and b) fiber Bragg grating reflectors115, © 1998 OSA. 

In a fiber link it is not necessary to clamp all the EDFAs. One method is to couple the 
amplified feedback laser light of the first amplifier to the link118. The total output power 
of the first amplifier does not thus depend on the power of the signal channels; the lasing 
optical power compensates the power of the dropped signal channels. If this first gain 
clamped EDFA is replaced by a semiconductor optical amplifier, the compensating signal 
is adjusted within few nanoseconds due to the fast relaxation time of the semiconductor 
amplifier119. Due to the fast response time of the semiconductor amplifier the gain 
excursions of the cascaded EDFAs are almost negligible119. The compensating light or 
channel for the dropped channels can be also generated separately120. When the power of 
a single compensating channel compensates for several channels, the non-linearity in the 
fiber may create problems. 

The assumption of homogeneously broadened gain media doesn’t hold totally for EDF 
and thus the SHB has to be taken into account along with the relaxation oscillations of the 
laser when studying the dynamics of all optical gain clamped EDFAs45. The SHB may 
cause gain excursions in the order of 1 dB121 and the gain ripples after input power 
change can be of the same order45. Especially in a fiber link with several cascaded EDFAs 
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these effects are multiplied. Also the gain changes become more rapid in the chain of 
amplifiers111,118. 

The temperature influences the population distributions in the Stark levels and there may 
be differences in the probabilities of the transitions between different Stark levels. This 
results in temperature dependence of the excited state lifetime56 and spectral 
characteristics of the EDF122. Thus the spectral characteristics of the gain clamped 
amplifier are temperature dependent122. 

The other method to dynamically control the gain of EDFA is to control the pump 
power123,124,VI. A probe laser for gain measurement can be included into the EDFA to 
provide the pump laser control signal123. Also the residue pump power level can be used 
as the controlling signal124. The feed-forward scheme is also feasible; the input power 
level is used to control pump laser current or powerVI.  

The use of a probe laser provides excellent characteristics if the speed of the electronics is 
fast enough. The rise time should be less than 0.5 µs to prevent ringing, which is the 
outcome of relaxation oscillation. The pump power loss measurement requires accurate 
control of the pump laser wavelength. The feed-forward control with pre-measured pump 
power levels requires fast digital electronics and optical components with small 
wavelength dependence: no other optical components are required. The electronic feed-
forward control provides also the gain management for the EDFA. 
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4 DIRECTLY MODULATED LASER 

The rather small customer base for one transmitter in the MAN and access network sets a 
strict cost limit for the transmitter. The directly modulated laser is the best, if not the only, 
solution within this cost frame. Unfortunately the fast direct modulation of laser intensity 
causes rapid wavelength fluctuation, chirp, in the laser output22. The interaction between 
the chirp and fiber dispersion restricts the re-generation free distance. Optimising the 
performance of fiber-optic communication systems requires accurate characterisation of 
the modulation behaviour of the transmitter. This is also essential information for the 
DFB laser development. For characterising the chirp of the DFB laser it is sufficient to 
know the variation of the centre-frequency of the single frequency laser output during 
modulation. The simplest way to measure it is the use of a frequency discriminator, like 
the solid state silicon Fabry-Perot (F-P) etalon used in this studyVII,VIII. The solid state F-P 
etalon does not require repeated calibration or active stabilisation control, and the control 
can be done electrically enabling automatic measurements. Furthermore the silicon F-P 
etalon is used in this thesis for simultaneous spectral filtering and wavelength control 
increasing the usability of the directly modulated DFB laserIX. 

4.1 The limitations of the directly modulated laser 
The modulation of the laser current alters the carrier density, which is the source for the 
variations in the effective refractive index. The changes in effective refractive index result 
in wavelength shift in the Bragg grating thus altering the laser output wavelength. In the 
low frequency region this variation generates adiabatic chirp, in which the wavelength 
variation follows the current modulation. When the modulation speed increases beyond 
Gb/s the transient spectral chirp starts to dominate125. The transient chirp originates from 
the relaxation oscillation between the photon and carrier density, and this causes transient 
fluctuations in the effective refractive index. 

The chirp influences the pulse propagation in an optical fiber. Due to the transient chirp 
the leading and trailing edges of the pulse have slightly different carrier frequencies and, 
consequently, different group velocities in a dispersive fiber22. The combination of the 
frequency chirp and the chromatic dispersion of the fiber is a limiting factor for 
transmission spans23,125. 

The chirp of a DFB laser operating at 1.55 µm, together with the dispersion of standard 
SM fiber having a dispersion minimum at 1.3 µm, almost prevented earlier the use of 
EDFA in CATV systems. The adiabatic chirp of a typical DFB laser is in a range of 600 
MHz/mA and this limits the usable analogue CATV fiber link to 10 km126. The use of 
external modulators circumvents this limitation for analogue transmission. This was 
possible, because in CATV system there are a large number of end-users for one 
transmitter. The digitalisation of CATV transmissions will make a major difference. The 
requirements for digitally modulated sub-carrier multiplexed systems are relaxed thus 
enabling the use of directly modulated DFB lasers for these CATV applications. 

The introduction of integrated laser modulators and the use of external modulators have 
greatly reduced the limitation due to chirp, e.g., the chirp is typically around 5 Ghz when 
modulated with 2.5 Gbit/s25. Unfortunately the extra costs for the use of these rather 
complicated technologies restrict their utilisation. 

4.2 Chirp in single frequency lasers 
The intensity modulation characteristics and the frequency modulation characteristics are 
affected by the same fundamental material properties22. These properties are absorption, 
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gain, and refractive index dependence on carrier density. The rate equations of the single 
longitudinal mode laser can be written as follows127,128: 
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Here: 

N = The electron density  
S = The photon density 
Γ  = The optical confinement factor given by the ratio between the active gain 

region and the modal volume 
g0 = The gain slope constant 
N0g = The electron density at which the total net gain is zero 
τp = The photon lifetime 
τn = The electron lifetime 
β = The fraction of the spontaneous emission coupled into the laser mode 
Vact = The volume of the active layer, q is the electron charge 
ε = The gain compression 
IA = The current injected into the active layer 
φ = The optical phase 
α = The linewidth enhancement 
 

The linewidth enhancement factor α is the ratio between the change of the real part and 
the imaginary part of the refractive index due to the change in electron density. 

Equations (22) and (23) form a relaxation oscillator between the electron density and the 
photon density. This oscillation is damped by spontaneous emission coupled to laser 
mode, gain compression via SHB and diffusion. Usually the SHB is the main damping 
factor127. This oscillation generates ringing in the output of the laser when the driving 
current is modulated fast.  

The output power per facet is: 
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here η is the quantum efficiency of the laser and h is Planck's constant. The optical 
frequency chirp ∆ν is the time derivative of the optical phase26, 
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The large signal dynamic response of the laser is quite complex and thus necessitates 
numerical solution techniques127. The local photon densities have to also be taken into 
account, especially when DFB lasers are considered128. 
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The chirp can be related directly to photon density S or output power P without reference 
to drive current by combining equations (23), (24), (25) and (26)127, 
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here νηεκ hVactΓ= 2 . The first term is constant in “on” and “off” levels. During the fast 
turn on / off transients the chirp may be high and usually oscillates after transients due to 
ringing127. The second term describes the adiabatic chirp, where the frequency follows 
directly the output power. The effect of the damping on the relaxation oscillation through 
the gain compression ε is shown in Fig. 13 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 13 Simulated a) laser output pulse and b) chirp with two different gain compressions. 
- - - ε = 1• 10-17cm3 and  ε = 7• 10-17cm3 129, © 1989 IEEE. 

The relaxation oscillation and the transient chirp can be reduced by the feedback effect of 
the mirror loss. The relaxation oscillation is damped when the mirror loss increases with 
the photon density; the increased loss in the cavity moderates the build up of the photon 
density. The mirror loss behaviour depends on the phase shift value used between the two 
Bragg grating mirrors of the laser. When the phase shift is below λ/4 the mirror loss 
increases with photon density. The phase shift of λ/8 provides a clear improvement to the 
damping of the relaxation oscillation, which can be seen as reduced BER penalties125. 

The parasitics of the laser driver electronics influence current modulation and thus also 
the output intensity and frequency modulation. Part of the parasitics come from the 
package: bond wire inductance and capacitance between the input terminals. The other 
part comes from the chip: the stray capacitance and the resistance of the semiconducting 
material surrounding the active region. The parasitics can be considered as linear circuit 
elements. In general these parasitics produce a high frequency roll off intrinsic to the 
laser127. 

The driving electronics may also generate distortions like chirp noise. The chirp noise is 
generated in situations when the driving circuitry does not provide uniform biasing and 
the driving current goes to or below the threshold. Then the spontaneous emission noise 
results in chirp and turn-on timing jitter noise130. 
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4.3 Simulation 
When estimating the properties of an optical telecommunication system the parameters of 
the rate equation are extracted from measurements. The required parameters are: the laser 
threshold current, output power, resonance frequency, damping factor and the linewidth 
enhancement factor26. The adiabatic chirp generates the linewidth enhancement. The 
simulation results agree well, i.e. the difference between the simulated and the measured 
dispersion penalty is less than 0.3 dB26. 

The system simulations show that the extinction ratio129, the decision time27 and decision 
level27 all have an effect on the performance of the system. The main contribution comes 
from the combination of chirp and fiber link dispersion. The optimum extinction ratio 
depends on the chirp and link dispersion. When the extinction rate is reduced the transient 
chirp is decreased: equation (27). Thus in long fiber links the reduced extinction ratio 
produces less dispersion penalty. Also the modulation format influences the dispersion 
penalty; a change from no return back to zero (NRZ) modulation to a return to zero (RZ) 
modulation reduces the dispersion penalty131. 

4.4 Chirp measurement techniques 
The transient chirp of a repetitively driven light source is measured using a 
monochromator for slicing the pulses into different spectral components and a fast 
sampling detector128,132. This requires that the chirp is rather large (order of 10 GHz) due 
to the relatively low resolution of the monochromators. By using a narrow band F-P filter, 
the limitation from to monochromator can be pushed a bit but the response time of the 
filter itself limits the usable resolution133,134. 

For monochromatic, narrow-band sources, however, it is often sufficient to know the 
variation of the centre-frequency of the source output during the pulse.  

Several different methods are used for measuring the variation of the centre frequency. 
All of the methods are based on transforming the laser frequency fluctuation to intensity 
variation. The used dispersive elements are fiber135,136, a M-Z fiber interferometer137,138, a 
birefringent fiber interferometer139,140 an air-spaced F-P interferometer141 and a solid state 
F-P etalonVII,VIII. The interferometers are used as frequency discriminators, in which the 
transmission depends in a linear manner on the variation of the laser frequency. 

The standard SM fiber is also a dispersive element and it has been used in chirp 
measurement systems135,136. The fiber dispersion is well known and the measurement 
resembles the real situation in systems. Due to the nature of dispersion it is difficult or 
sometimes impossible to distinguish the type of the chirp from the distorted signal when 
the modulation (and chirp) is complex. For these reasons only sinusoidal signals have 
been used and a fairly large number of measurements using different fiber lengths are 
needed for accurate results135,136. It is possible to calculate the transient and the adiabatic 
chirp analytically when a single frequency signal is used135. When the modulation in the 
system is done using digital electronics it is not possible to make this measurement using 
the same driving electronics as used in the system. This eliminates the study on the 
combined effects of the electronics and laser. 

When the interferometer is used as an optical frequency discriminator, it is tuned so that 
the signal is on the slope of an interference fringe. There the frequency fluctuation of the 
signal light change the transmission of the interferometer137,138,139,140,141,VII,VIII. When the 
change in transmission is evaluated, the frequency chirp of the signal can be calculated 
using the known characteristics of the filter. In many cases the interferometer can be 
tuned to two separate points on opposite slopes of an interference fringe. Then the 
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frequency chirp is obtained through subtraction of the transmitted signals detected at 
these two points. 

When the unbalanced fiber M-Z is used as an optical discriminator137,138 the operation 
point is tuned by stretching the fiber. The free spectral range (FSR) of the unbalanced M-
Z is engineered by altering the fiber lengths. Fiber M-Z requires polarization control. 

In a M-Z based on birefringent fibers139,140, where the two arms of the M-Z are the two 
optical modes of the same fiber, the tuning can be accomplished by stretching or 
otherwise generating stresses to the fiber. Polarisation control is needed in this scheme; 
the interferometer requires equal excitation for both polarisation modes. 

The F-P interferometer provides excellent filter characteristics as an optical discriminator. 
It operates in a large wavelength region, doesn't have any polarisation dependence and the 
spectral characteristics can be engineeredVII. Several different methods have been used for 
the tuning and stabilisation such as movement using a piezo crystal141, tilting of the 
cavity134,VII and changing the temperature of the interferometer142,VIII. 

The solid etalon used in publications VII and VIII was made of a standard silicon wafer 
polished on both sides. The use of a solid etalon as the frequency discriminator offers 
practical advantages. The solid etalon does not require repeated calibration or active 
stabilisation and control such as movement systems based on piezo crystals141,VIII. 
Furthermore, compared to two-beam interferometers137,138,139,140, the frequency 
discrimination of the F-P etalon can be adjusted with more freedom by properly selecting 
the reflectivity and the free spectral range of the device. There is, however, always a 
trade-off between the wavelength selectivity and the time resolution of the interferometer. 

Temperature tuning of the etalon is feasible due to the strong temperature dependence of 
the refractive index of silicon, 1.5⋅10-4 1/°K, and it is straightforward to implement, see 
Fig. 14. The effect of the thermal expansion of the chip is negligible in this application. 
The transmission of monochromatic light at 1.55 mm as a function of the temperature of 
the silicon chip is shown in Fig. 15. The temperature difference between the two 
reference points A and B is about 1.5 K, and the time needed for the transition from one 
point to the other is about 2 s. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. The chirp measurement set up with a temperature tunable F-P interferometerVIII. 
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Fig. 15. The transmission of the solid silicon etalon as a function of the temperature 
change at 1.55 µmVIII. 

4.5 Spectral filtering 
A simple method to reduce the dispersion penalty of the directly modulated DFB laser is 
temporal reshaping of the optical pulses by spectral filtering28,29,30,IX, Fig. 17. The 
reduction on the penalty comes mainly from two effects; the extinction ratio is improved 
and optical power from the falling edge of the pulse is removed, Fig. 1629,143,IX. The 
improvement on the extinction ratio is due to adiabatic chirp and the sharper cut off on 
the falling edge of the pulse is a result of transient chirp. When the operation point of the 
filter is on the positive slope for example, the transmission increases with the frequency. 

 

Fig. 16. The measured waveform from DFB laser signal modulated with 2.5 Gbit/s and 
transmitted through 350 km long fiber link with and without filtering143, © 2001 IEEE. 

Different types of filters have been used in these experiments: fiber F-P29, 
monochromator28, fiber Bragg grating filter30 and silicon F-P cavity143,IX. All of these 
components have similar spectral features. The silicon F-P has excellent features, the 
technology is mature and the reliability of the silica material is excellent. The outcome of 
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these features is that the silicon F-P cavity can be used simultaneously to monitor the 
transmitter wavelengthIX.  

The wavelength monitoring in publication IX is realised by measuring the temperature of 
the filter when the transmission is kept constant. The required temperature change is 
linearly related to the change in the laser wavelength. The temperature change was 
deduced from the change in the temperature sensitive thin film resistor processed on the 
F-P chip. The accuracy of the wavelength measurement is estimated by through a linear 
fit of the measured data, Fig. 18. The standard deviation of the fit is less than 2 ppm. 
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Fig. 17 The BER measurement with and without the silicon F-P filterIX. 
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Fig. 18 Sensor resistance versus change in the wavelength of a tunable laser when 
feedback kept the F-P filter transmission constantIX. 

This pulse reshaping can be used also in other applications. For example, the wavelength 
converters based on cross gain compression in semiconductor amplifiers suffer from 
induced chirp30,144 and it has been experimentally verified that spectral filtering can be 
used in these systems30,145. The pulses of the gain switched DFB lasers suffer also from 
chirp and their time bandwidth product can be improved significantly using F-P filters146. 
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5 SDM-WDM BI-DIRECTIONAL RING NETWORK 

The access networks and the routers are the bottlenecks in delivering new broadband 
services along with the Internet connections1,6. Using DWDM enables the use of the 
optical layer as a functional layer, which provides a new way to improve the 
configurability and transparency to different data protocols and signal bitrates1,2,6,7.  

The transmission needs of the feeder network require cable with several fibers5,6. This 
provides a possibility to use the SDM together with WDM. This combination offers cost 
reductions when compared with the heavy use of WDM with fewer fibers in the 
MAN2,32,31. A new way to organize wavelengths and fibers in optical multifiber ring 
network is developed and studied. The study shows that the benefits of the SDM and 
DWDM techniques can be combinedX. 

The experimental and simulation results from this new ring network have shown that the 
scalability of a SDM / DWDM ring network employing bi-directional transmissionX,XI is 
mainly limited by the same effects as in uni-directional ring structures when the node 
spacing is shortXII. The simple node structure cuts efficiently the node cost and 
simultaneously decreases the optical losses remarkably. Furthermore, the number of 
different transmitter wavelengths used in one node is also notably reduced. 

5.1 WDM ring network structures for the MANs 
The MAN is more sensitive to costs than the backbone network due to the smaller 
customer base. This is the major limiting factor on the use of DWDM technology in the 
MAN6. Also the requirements of the access network differ remarkably from the backbone 
network. While the backbone network consists of point-to-point links with large and 
stable bandwidth needs, the access network requires finer granularity and is more agile. 
The access network also has to interoperate with a range of different traffic types like IP, 
ATM, and Gigabit Ethernet with different bitrates6,7. Furthermore, the price of the line 
terminals scales up as the square root of the transmission speed5 thus providing lower 
costs per bit per km when using the long links and high bitrates with TDM instead of 
large number of wavelength channels with WDM. 

The other main difference between the trunk network and metro networks is the link 
distance; in Europe the typical node spacing in the MAN is 5-15 km9. When the capacity 
is shared at the optical layer, the number of wavelengths easily becomes high. In practice 
this means high losses in the nodes because in most cases all the wavelengths are 
manipulated in the nodes. Compensation for the high node losses requires highly 
advanced EDFAs, which are subject to failures, need management and are expensive.  

The structure of a modern high-end metro access network is pictured in Fig. 1. The 
network can be divided into two different parts; the distribution network and the feeder 
network6,7. The topology of the distribution network depends heavily on the needs of the 
customers and it can be a tree, a bus or a ring network. Also the network can be active, 
e.g. a legacy active SDH ring, or it can be passive depending on the bandwidth needed by 
the customer base in the area. The interesting feature of the WDM is that it can be used to 
integrate the feeder and the distribution parts of the network in a manner not available 
earlier. For example, the different types of services, like IP, ATM, Ethernet or legacy 
SDH, can be assigned to separate wavelengths. The aggregation of these diverse services 
can be done at the customer premises using passive optical components7. At the access 
node these wavelengths are then either tied to a particular switch selecting the type of 
services or are optically routed to other access nodes for switching, see Fig. 19 as an 
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example6,7. This reduces the equipment costs of the access nodes because the resources of 
a single switch can be shared between the other access nodes. 

 

 

Fig. 19. In the figure an IP router is deployed in Access Node 2, but not Access Node 1. 
The IP traffic from Access Node 1 is routed optically directly from the distribution 
network of Access Node 1 to the router in Access Node 26, © 1999 IEEE. 

The transmission needed on a high-end feeder network cable requires several fibers2,6,7,31. 
The cost effect of the multifiber cable is also relatively small compared to the installation 
and cabling costs32. This provides a possibility to use the SDM together with WDM, 
which will provide cost reductions when compared with the heavy use of WDM with 
fewer fibers in the MAN2, 31,32,X. 

The method of realizing the equipment protection is also an important cost element. In 
most designs several different wavelengths are used in one node. This means either 
doubling the line cards for protection or the use of tunable sources. 

5.2 Different ring structures 
WDM ring structures are well suited for metro access networks. They have in-built 
survivability against fiber breaks, the WDM provides the possibility for wavelength 
routing, and the management of a ring network is simple6,7. The basic WDM rings can be 
categorised into three basic structures: two-fiber uni-directional, four-fiber bi-directional 
and two-fiber bi-directional rings5,6,31,147,148. The protection of these architectures can be 
done either at the optical channel layer or at the multiplex layer. Protection at the optical 
channel layer means that for each trail there is also a dedicated trail for its protection. 
Protection at the multiplex layer means that the protection is common for all the optical 
channels (wavelengths) in one fiber. The protection channels can be realised by using 
spare fibers or spare wavelengths. By permutating all these possibilities there are twelve 
different ways to make basic fiber ring structures, however, some of them are not 
practical5. Two different basic two fiber ring architectures are shown with protection at 
the channel layer, Fig. 20, and at the multiplex layer, Fig. 21. 
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Normal scenario Failure scenario 

Fig. 20. Schematic pictures of the two fiber uni-directional ring architecture with a spare 
fiber protection scheme at the channel layer (equipment layer)148, © 1995 IEEE. 

 

 
Normal scenario Failure scenario 

Fig. 21. Schematic pictures of the two fiber uni-directional ring architectures with a 
spare fiber protection scheme at the optical multiplex layer148, © 1995 IEEE. 

5.3 Bi-directional transmission in one fiber 
Bi-directional transmission in one fiber allows a bi-directional connection using single 
fiber, the allocation of the wavelength more freely, and the asymmetric bi-directional 
connectionX,149,150.  

The amplification in a bi-directional system can be done at the multiplex layer either 
wavelength dependently or independently. In the wavelength dependent amplifier the 
direction of the amplification is defined by the wavelength151,152,153. This rejects the 
double amplification of the backscattered signal. If the amplification is done at the 
channel layer the amplifiers can always be uni-directional, but the number of amplifiers 
increases radically149. In the wavelength independent amplifier the amplification doesn’t 
depend on the wavelength or the direction of the signal, which results the simplest 
amplifier designXI,150. Unfortunately the double amplified Rayleigh scattering becomes a 
limiting factor.  

The wavelength dependent directional element is generally realised by combining one or 
more WDM components with optical isolators or circulators151,152,153. One way to realize 
the wavelength dependent bi-directional amplifier is to split the bi-directional signals into 
two spatially separated uni-directional transmission trails using circulators152,153, Fig. 22. 
The two separate uni-directional amplifiers are then used for the two directions. In order 
to create the required wavelength selection for the passed, the added and the dropped 
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channels the multiplex signal is fed through an extra circulator to a DWDM component, 
which de-multiplexes the signal. By using fiber gratings and optical switches the passed 
wavelength channels are reflected back to the DWDM component, which multiplexes 
only the reflected channels together, and the passed multiplexed channels from the 
DWDM component are directed through the optical circulator to the input of the 
amplifier, Fig. 22. The two DWDM modules (one for each direction) used in this set-up 
provide also the add/drop functionality. Similar type of set-up can be built by using 
synchronously interleaved F-P type filter channel selection instead of expensive DWDM 
components, but then it is not possible to alter the directions of the wavelength 
channels154. 

 

Fig. 22. Wavelength dependent bi-directional optical amplifier153, © 1999 IEEE. 

When bi-directional amplification is used, the reflected and Rayleigh backscattered light 
from the transmission line is doubly amplifiedXI,155,156. When the reflected and scattered 
signals beat with the original signal, the relative intensity noise increases due to 
interferometric conversion of laser phase noise to intensity noise157,158. This causes 
performance degradations to the lightwave system159,160. 

The reflections from connectors can be avoided e.g. using oblique endfaces and fusion 
splices but the Rayleigh backscattering of about -31 to -33 dB of the launched power 
cannot be avoided. The Rayleigh scattering is thus a fundamental noise source160. 

When the Rayleigh scattered signal is mixed with the original signal the generated noise 
spectrum is twice the original source spectral width160. This opens up different ways to 
decrease the noise. If the laser is strongly chirped, the noise spectrum is spread out from 
the receiver bandwidth and thus reduces the noise impact155,160,161. Also the use of a low 
coherence source like LED, F-P laser or self pulsating laser, decreases the amount of 
noise that falls in the bandwidth of the receiver161. The extra phase modulation decreases 
this type of noise by displacing the noise to frequencies that can be filtered out. 
Unfortunately this generally increases the transmitter cost notably161. 

Rayleigh scattering can be treated as a large number of mirrors having low pass filtering 
characteristics on the intensity modulation162. This simplifies the simulation, most of the 
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polarisation of the signal is scrambled and due to the large number of reflected beams the 
noise distribution is Gaussian 155.  

Although Rayleigh scattering limits the use of the bi-directional wavelength independent 
EDFA, significant total system gain is possible as long as moderate gain for single EDFA 
is used150,160,XI. The build up of Rayleigh scattering in a bi-directional fiber link consisting 
of either one 20 dB gain amplifier or two 10 dB gain amplifiers is shown schematically in 
Fig. 23. When using one 20 dB amplifier, the Rayleigh scattered light travelling in the 
same direction as signal about 20 dB below signal level. By dividing the gain and the first 
fiber span into two parts, the aggregated Rayleigh scattering is reduced by 15 dB. The 
total system gain can be over 150 dB if the gain of the EDFAs are kept below the 12 dB 
range160. The bi-directional amplification has also been experimentally verified150,XI. 

 

 

Fig. 23 The build-up of Rayleigh scattering in a fiber link a) with one 20 dB amplifier and 
b) with two separate 10 dB amplifiersXI. 

The Rayleigh scattered ASE power impacts also the characteristics of the bi-directional 
EDFA. The primary effect comes from the Rayleigh scattering of the ASE around the 
gain peak of the EDFA163.  

5.4 Crosstalk in WDM network 
Coherent crosstalk is of concern in a WDM network node because the coherence length 
of a DFB laser is on the order of tens of meters164. It does not induce a deterministic 
power penalty but instead it gives rise to multipath interference and fading162. When the 
crosstalk paths are short compared with the coherence length of the laser, the statistical 
properties must be taken into account164. Then, the signal to crosstalk ratio should be 
greater than 40 dB for eight crosstalk paths and better than 55 dB with 32 crosstalk 
paths164. When the crosstalk paths are longer, the signal to crosstalk ratio can be lower, 35 
dB for eight crosstalk paths and 45 dB for 100 paths165. The coherent and noncoherent 
crosstalk causes power penalties in practical systems and both have to be taken into 
account in system design. A Monte-Carlo analysis can be used to combine the effects of 
the two crosstalks in simulation166. 
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5.5 SDM-WDM bi-directional ring network 
By combining the SDM and WDM in a novel way, it is possible to reduce the number of 
different wavelength in one node and simultaneously cut down remarkably the optical 
loss for the bypassing signalsX. When the bypass losses in the ring are low, larger 
networks can be achieved using less amplification. 

Each node in the novel network contains one transmitter for each fiber ring, Fig. 24. The 
connection matrix is used to select the node to which signals are addressed. The coupling 
of the transmitted signals to the fiber is realised by simple, passive band-pass filters, one 
for each direction. This results very moderate losses for the bypassing multiplex. The 
band-pass WDM components also provide double isolation for the two wavelength paths 
operating at the same wavelength, thus preventing optical crosstalk between the two 
optical paths. 

Selecting / Receiving

 

Fig. 24. The structure of the bi-directional WDM multifiber ring network with four nodes 
and four fibersXI. 

The fiber is terminated at its designated node where all the wavelengths are dropped and 
terminated, the conventional scheme in SDM2. Since there are two physically different 
wavelength paths from the transmitting node to the receiving node, the network may use 
either 1:1 or 1+1 protection at the optical channel or at the client layer. For example, 
when using 1+1 protection scheme the signal is sent both clock and anti-clockwise at the 
same wavelength into the same fiber ring and an optical switch at the receiving node 
performs the selection between the two paths. Because only one wavelength is used at one 
node, 1:N equipment protection can be used without tunable transmitters. 
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5.6 Shared-pump EDFA 
Sharing of the pump laser can provide cost reductions167,XI. Shared-pump EDFAs with 
low gain can be implemented in the network, see Fig. 25. The low gain (~10-15 dB) 
amplifiers are used in order to prevent the scalability limitations set by the accumulating 
relative intensity noise (RIN) due to Rayleigh backscattering.  

The use of a common pump laser and control electronics for the separate EDFAs for the 
different trails at the node, reduces the amplification costs remarkably in the multifiber 
ring. When using high pump powers compared with the relatively low output power 
levels of the shared-pump EDFAs, they do not require gain control. 

 

 

Fig. 25. The configuration of a shared-pump EDFAXI. 

5.7 Scalability 
The scalability analysis is carried out by using a bi-directional transmission model for 
optical networksXII and by building a network testbedXI. Generally it is considered that the 
scalability of a bi-directional ring network is limited by the RIN arising from Rayleigh 
backscattering, from multiple reflections and by coherent crosstalk164. In practice there 
are, however, other limiting factors such as ASE accumulation, gain tilt, width of the gain 
spectrum and the input saturation power of the EDFA. The transmission model used in 
the scalability analysis includes: multiple Rayleigh backscattering of both signal and 
ASE, ASE accumulation in a cascade of bi-directional EDFAs, the gain tilt of the EDFA 
gain spectrum, EDFA gain dynamics, the limited width of the EDFA gain spectrum and 
also the simulation of optical components such as multiplexers and de-multiplexers along 
the signal path. The model is verified by comparing the simulation results with 
measurement results from an experimental network.  

From the scalability simulations presented in publication XII we find out that the 
scalability of a metropolitan area WDM ring network employing bi-directional 
transmission is not mainly limited by the RIN arising from the Rayleigh backscattering. 
More often the gain tilt, ASE accumulation, the limited width of the gain spectrum and 
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EDFA's saturation power introduced more limitations. When the node spacing is 5-10 km, 
the main limiting factors of a bi-directional WDM multifiber ring network are the gain tilt 
and the input saturation power of the optical amplifier. The maximum size of the 
presented network is 33-43 nodes with the node spacing of 5-10 km. 

 

Fig. 26 Maximum size of the network with three different gain shaping schemes. Pin, sat= 3 
dBm168, © 2000 IEEE. 
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The work presented here was carried out in a period of 13 years, covering the EDF, 
EDFA, the directly modulated lasers and ring metro networks. These technologies 
facilitated low cost broadband services for the end customer. 

The EDFA was the key enabler behind present fiber-optic WDM communications. The 
progress of EDF started almost 20 years ago from technology that originated from the 
development of the transmission fibers. Due to the low vapour pressure of the rare earth 
halides the technology required major innovative modifications. The solution doping 
technique, which enabled the fabrication of the EDF, was also studied here. Although the 
EDF design was examinedI and the fabrication process was improved during the course of 
the workII, the doping uniformity of the glass made with this process was found to 
inherently limit the EDF performance. The search for a better glass fabrication process 
started. This lead to the development of the direct nanoparticle deposition process17. The 
DND process enabled the low cost mass production of highly doped fibers18 with 
improved PMD and non-linear characteristicsIII. 

Studies on EDFA technology - and innovations - were accomplished alongside the 
progress on EDF processing technology. A new and down-to-earth technique for the 
accurate measurement of the NF of EDFA was developedV. The investigation on cladding 
pumping showed the benefits of the double cladding design for the high power L-band 
EDFAIV. The practical direct drive current control of the pump laser was studied in 
publication VI as a means of regulating and managing the gain of the EDFA. Cost 
effective pump laser sharing on low gain, low output power bi-directional EDFA was 
studied theoretically and experimentallyXI. 

The wide-scale deployment of WDM in core networks and the increase of bandwidth 
requirements in new services in the mid-nineties awoke the interest in the use of fiber 
optics and WDM in the area of regional or metropolitan networks. Interest was awakened 
in the possibility of directly modulated sources in WDM networks because these sources 
could meet the strict cost requirement for the MAN. The use of solid silicon based filters 
resulted an accurate and stable measurement method for the critical chirp properties of 
directly modulated sourcesVII,VIII. As a result of further research, a component was 
developed for simultaneous wavelength monitoring and spectral filteringIX. This filter 
enhanced the performance of directly modulated sources in WDM networks. 

The simple management and in-built protection schemes made the ring network structure 
the preferred choice in the MAN. A novel bi-directional WDM multifiber metropolitan 
ring network was proposed in the publication X. The suggested structure combined SDM 
and WDM in a new manner. The concept minimized the number of different wavelengths 
in one node and introduced minimal losses to the bypassing optical signals at the nodeX. 
The network concept was thoroughly developed, a demonstrator network was built, and 
signal transmission experiments were carried out to verify its performanceXI. Finally an 
extensive scalability analysis was carried out showing that the proposed bi-directional 
ring network can be scaled up to a ring having more than 30 nodes and a total length of 
400 km, mainly limited by the same effects as in uni-directional ring structures when the 
node spacing is shortXII. 
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